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How Customized Pre-fabricated Silt 
Curtain Works Effectively  

Maintenance of public sewer and storm drain has activities along waterfronts 
and floating litter has to be kept clear of these areas. At Cherry Street, a flexible 
barrier is sought to keep marine refuse from floating through the outfall 
structure and washed down into the rising shaft. A custom fabricated sit curtain 
to fit the outfall dimension was designed with adjustable connecting mechanism 
which allows the curtain to move up and down the parapet according to the 
tidal change. The buoy maintains the curtain afloat and stays across the entire 
opening at all times. The connection mechanism and the silt curtain structural 
members are resistant to wave action and wind forces. Span widths are 
customized to structure dimension.  
 
Across the rising shaft along the culvert outlet, a floating silt curtain is placed to 
trap refuse. The entire silt curtain comes in pre-fabricated units of 20 m span.   

Culvert outlet invites refuse inflow  

Refuse follows tidal wave to enter rising shaft  

Silt curtain to keep culvert clear 

Silt curtain blocks floating objects without affecting 
tidal change 

With the attachment of floats and ballast,  the curtain can be manually shackled to culvert structure. Deployment 
is simple and quick, effectiveness is immediate, maintenance is minimal. 
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Two in One Erosion Control Mat – More Effective, More 
Efficient and More Cost Savings  
Maccaferri Macmat® R is a reinforced geomat made with polymer (PP or 
Polyamide) three-dimensional erosion mat extruded onto a double twisted 
steel wire mesh.  The double twisted steel wire mesh is in accordance to 
EN10223-3 with wire zinc coated to EN 10244-2, Class A and PVC coated, 
fully complied to local erosion control requirement. This composite 
combines erosion mat and wire mesh into one single entity, making 
installation a single operation.  

Prolonged and intensified rainfalls severely eroded the slope at Batu Tiga Toll Plaza, Selangor, Malaysia, 
Macmat® R is used as erosion control.  It has the capability to control erosion, whilst acting as turf 
reinforcement mat, to retain a layer of growing medium that supports the growth of vegetation and to 
prevents surface erosion (wing@g-and-e.com). 

Macmat R 

Opinion Column 

For many years, testing of geosynthetics (geotextile, geogrid, geocomposite drainage, band drain etc) has 
not been fully developed. A catch 22 situation is seen when local laboratories find it hard to invest in 
resources to cope with a wide range of testing methods, while the demand of such testing is of minimal 
frequency. 
 
In some cases, world renowned laboratory services are sought where testing of geosynthetics is their 
routine duty. These commercial labs have the proper set up, well trained personnel, specialization 
experience and prompt delivery of report under international accreditation. A far more economy of scale 
has kept testing cost at a more affordable level. Yet this professional, cost effective and efficient service is 
somehow regulated and reciprocal arrangement is necessary. 
 
It would be beneficial to consider introducing regular material conformance testing as project 
requirement when QC & QA are enhanced at the same time local laboratories have more opportunities 
to excel. Case in point is the current PS requirement of band drain conformance testing. 
 

Geosynthetic Testing Nowadays 
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Technical Note 

For Your Information 
Seminar at the Hong Kong Institute of Engineer 
Maccaferi was honored to be invited by HKIE to present the latest 
engineering on steel & PP fiber and ground improvement 
techniques in related to tunneling and underground construction. 
The session was delivered by Dr Ralf Winterberg and Ir Riccardo 
Perlo to a full house on 25th July. We believe that this gathering 
provide an atmosphere of exposure to innovation and experience 
sharing to local engineers, at the same time, an opportunity for 
proprietary marketing.    
We will be continuously in touch with experts hopefully in 
establishing regular technical gathering to advance the knowledge 
of new engineering, material and application. 
 

From the left: Stephen Chik of MTRC, Riccardo Perlo and 
Ralf Winterberg of Maccaferri, S. S. Kong of Gammon 

Waterproofing Lining Puncture Protection 
Stress Concentration 

Pressure Pressure 

Geomembrane 

There are empirical analysis to the choice of geotextile based on particle size in the subgrade, its 
angularity, type of overburden stress (most extreme during construction) and the thickness of the 
geomembrane. ASSHTO has done a series of quasi-performance test to correlate these parameters to the 
weight and puncture strength of geotextile. This can be a good indication to determine a suitable 
protection layer.  

Typical stone puncture hole Typical cut by large object left on 
subgrade 

Typical puncture by construction  
equipment 

Waterproofing with geomembrane has been commonly applied 
directly on subgrade because of it flexibility in accommodating 
ground movement, avoiding the expensive structure. Questions 
with regard to subgrade preparation to receive the membrane are 
often asked. The concerns are puncture by hard object at stress 
concentration under construction traffic, inducing potential leaks.  
 
It is often difficult and impractical to specify a perfect interface 
condition. As such, a protection layer can be helpful. Most 
common is the use of a non-woven geotextile, although sand layer, 
soil filled mat and GCL are sometimes used. The next question will 
then be what type of cushioning geotextile is suitable. 
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Reader’s Response 
Let us hear from you. Write to us at newsletter@g-and-e.com. 

Disclaimer 
The materials contained in this newsletter are provided for general information purposes only and do not constitute legal or other 
professional advice on any subject matter. 

G and E Company Limited 
14th Floor, Kiu Yin Commercial Building, 361-363 Lockhart Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong 
Tel: 2570 0103   Fax: 2570 0089   e-mail: wing@g-and-e.com website: www.g-and-e.com 

Tell a Colleague 
Want your colleague to receive G and E Times also, click here. 

Unsubscribe 
If you do not wish to receive G and E Times in the future, please reply to this e-mail stating “Unsubscribe” in the subject. 
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For Your Information 

Announcement 

G and E will be celebrating its 30th anniversary in 2014.  A series of events have been planned to 
celebrate this milestone. Do expect to hear more from us on this in the near future. Your participation 
and support for us has always been and will always be appreciated.  See us carrying these around next 
year. 

Some Updates on Projects 

fully tested at TRI laboratory in USA. Quality and conformance are monitored by stringent conformance 
testing (one sample for every 50,000 Lm delivered) at Facadetech laboratory in Hong Kong.   
 
CeTeau would be able to offer installation service apart from being a manufacturer. There is a large 
inventory of hydraulic rig that can work up to 1,200 m per hour to a depth of 35 m. Telescopic mandrel is 
available whenever height restriction is imposed. 

I am proud to inform you that our company has successfully applied for and obtained 
quality management systems ISO 9001:2008 certification. This only confirms our 
commitment to offering high quality products & services at competitive prices and 
that we will continue to strive to improve our management system for high customer 
satisfaction.  

We have been commissioned to supply and to test over 25 million 
meters of prefabricated band drain at the Hong Kong Zhuhai 
Macau Bridge development projects, both the Boundary Crossing 
Facility Reclamation (HY/2010/02), the Hong Kong Road Link 
Reclamation (HY/2010/03) and the Tuen Mun-Chek Lap Kok Link-
Northern Connection (HY/2012/08). This is by far the largest 
volume of band drain delivery, representing 250 containers load. 
Band Drain CT D810 is manufactured by CeTeau of Thailand and is 

ISO Certification – We GOT it! 

30th Anniversary 
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